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AbstractÐThe impact of con®rmation of life outside the small ecosphere we call Earth will be profound
on the terran population as a whole. The ``Declaration Of Principles Concerning Activities Following
The Detection Of Extraterrestrial Intelligence'' and the IAA Position Paper ``A Decision Process for
Examining the Possibility of Sending Communications To Extraterrestrial Civilizations: A Proposal''
provide a ®rm basis for the development of a new body of space law. It is important that space law
design and prepare for implementation of a protocol to guide the nations of the world concerning the
search for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI), through the advice and cooperation of scientists,
jurisprudential, philosophical, political and sociological scholars. Through the IAA, the IISL, the United
Nations and other organizations, formal documentation should be drafted to encode the Declaration of
Principles and IAA Position Paper referred to above. In this way, a body of metalaw can be developed
to enable human communication with non-terrestrial life. This paper discusses the philosophical and
sociological parameters of terran understanding of our place in the universe which will dramatically
impact jurisprudential thought and action in light of the realization of the in®nitesimally small niche
that humankind occupies. A discussion of these interdisciplinary concerns will be necessary to realize a
metalegal approach to interstellar communications and relations. 7 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved

1. INTRODUCTION

The search for extraterrestrial intelligence (ETI) pre-

sents one of the most fundamental questions formu-

lated by mankind: are we alone in the universe? The

answer to this question is basic to our understanding

of our place in the cosmos, its origin and its destiny

[1]. For millennia, many religious beliefs placed

mankind at the center of the universe, both physi-

cally and spiritually. The secular approach, and

some more recent religious interpretations, however,

have focused on the presence of intelligent life in

this modest corner of an otherwise unremarkable

galaxy, and thereby reasoned that life must be plen-

tiful on a wide range of otherwise mediocre planets.

This ``principle of mediocrity may appear to express

modesty and even humility. By making intelligence

a natural and inevitable feature of life in the uni-

verse, it raises the quality most prized by humans to

a norm of the universe'' [2].

It has been posited that the detection of ETI

would complete the Copernican revolution. That is,

``[i]n spite of the fact that Copernicus showed that

the Earth was not the center of the universe, man

has continued to believe that even though he was

not geographically in the center of the universe, he
is central in essence. This common belief would be
shattered in the presence of ETI'' [3]. There can be

no doubt that the detection of ETI would be a pro-
found experience for the human species, and present
issues and questions crossing all cultural, political,
economic, jurisprudential and philosophical lines.

There also can be no doubt that the impact of detec-
tion requires detailed and thoughtful consideration,
which avoids both simplistic and unsupported con-

clusions. Furthermore, the cultural, political, econ-
omic, jurisprudential and philosophical beliefs of the
ETI will a�ect terran understanding of the contact.

2. POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF DETECTION

The discussion of the impact the detection of ETI
would have on society assumes that information

concerning the detection will be released to the gen-
eral public. This information extends to both the
fact of detection, as well as the substance, if any, of

the contact. The Declaration of Principles
Concerning Activities Following the Detection of
Extraterrestrial Intelligence mandates such dissemi-
nation of information about detection of an ETI [4].

However, compliance with this Declaration may not
be forthcoming, as political reasons and other fac-
tors may militate against the disclosure of any infor-

mation concerning the existence of or
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communication with ETI. Thus, the ®rst policy issue

to be presented by con®rmation of contact with an

ETI is whether the information should be released

to the public [5].

Reijnen has noted that SETI experiments pri-

marily have been under the control of national

governments, and that municipal law will control

the exchange and dissemination of information

domestically and internationally for national pol-

itical reasons. ``Governments could attempt to

control or monopolize the information in e�orts

to maximize their political bene®t. Signi®cant

partisan political consequences could result from

successful or unsuccessful management of the in-

formation that accompanies detection'' [2,4-2].

The potential for military, commercial or political

advantage by the use of information in a con-

®rmed signal may provide motivation to a gov-

ernment to deny dissemination of the information

even to its own scienti®c community [7].

A state may be reluctant to disclose news of con-

®rmed detection of ETI for fear of triggering wide-

spread panic. The impact of detection has been

predicted to be in a range from ``catastrophic'' to

``millennial'' [2, p. 2-16±2-17], from paranoia to

``pronoia'' [8]. At one extreme, the impact could

result in anomie, that is, the sudden lack of rules

with a concomitant authority crisis, resulting in the

disintegration of society [3]. At the other end of the

spectrum is the view that the news of the presence of

ETI would be greeted with widespread interest but

relative apathy by the general public. However, the

consensus of opinion is that the impact of detection

would be profound on society, culture and philos-

ophy [1, p.194, 9,10]. In either case, perhaps the

only conclusion which can be drawn at this time is

that from the moment of contact on, there will be

no way back to isolation [2, p. 2-18,9, p. 28].

Fears of widespread panic on the release of news

of contact with ETI may be overestimated. As sta-

ted by Ashkenazi, ``the human response to CETI

would consist of nothing and of much: two weeks of

ado replaced by disinterest as a newer item hits the

media, and a far reaching, unpredictable change in

human thinking, and thus, ultimately, behaviors''.

The recent report of possible life on Mars is a case

in point. The world watched with great interest as

NASA announced the discovery of possible fossi-

lized bacteria on a meteorite believed to have origi-

nated from Mars [12]. However, the hysteria which

some might have expected did not occur. Most

people seemed to accept the discovery as con®r-

mation of what they professed they had always

believed. Perhaps discovery of an ETI will result in

a similar level of interest and benign acceptance.

However, the existence of a living, intelligent being

carries further and more serious implications than
possible fossilized carbon remains [1, p. 195].
A structure must be developed for international

and transnational cooperation to formulate an
appropriate response to the news of contact with
ETI. The maintenance of trust and credible relations

between the government, the public and educational,
scienti®c and other institutions is essential to reduce
fears and suspicions that will accompany any
announcement of contact with an ETI [2, p. I-2].

The Draft Declaration of Principles Concerning the
Sending of Communications to Extraterrestrial
Intelligence, contained in the IAA Position Paper,

calls for the initiation of international consultations
to determine whether a reply to a detected com-
munication should be made, and if so, the content

of such a reply [10, Annex 2]. This approach has
received widespread support among the commenta-
tors [6,13±15], and underscores the policy consider-

ations at both the national and international levels
that should be included in a future international
agreement [5]. The Draft Declaration of Principles
has been criticized, however, as an impingement on

national sovereignty by restricting the right of indi-
vidual states to act and react to events which would
stand among the most momentous in history.

Nevertheless, the limitations placed on sovereignty
by the Declaration are no more signi®cant than that
presented by any international agreement in general.

The obligation to disclose the discovery of organic
life found on the Moon or elsewhere, such as pro-
vided in the Moon Treaty [16,17], should be clari®ed
and strengthened by the conclusion of a treaty

expressly requiring the public release and disclosure
of both the fact and content of a detected signal or
other discovery of ETI within a speci®ed period of

time following veri®cation. The agreement also
should provide for the international protection of
the electromagnetic frequency on which an extrater-

restrial signal is transmitted to protect and preserve
the frequency band for further search and research
[2,4,8,6,18].

3. POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF A REPLY

The next signi®cant policy issue is: should a re-
sponse be sent to the signal [5,8,9,10,2].{ This ques-

tion may largely be academic and moot.
Humankind does not exist in electromagnetic
secrecy. Communication by radio signal fundamen-

tally is a two-way process. While we are scanning
the sky for possible signals emanating from ETI, we
also are transmitting signals which could be received
by an ETI. Broadcasts and transmissions by means

of radio waves, TV carrier waves, radar trans-
missions and microwaves have been conducted for
more than 50 years. Thus, a sphere more than 100

light years in diameter has been created which has

{It has been noted that the issues of whether and what to
respond are essentially the same as those raised by pro-
posals to send messages to attract detection.
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been reached by terrestrial broadcasts. This sphere

encompasses approx. 10,000 stars [2,1-4].
Unintentional communications to ETI from Earth
have been supplemented with transmissions and

messages speci®cally intended for an extraterrestrial
recipient, such as the Arecibo message, and the
Voyager and Pioneer information packages [18, pp

19-26]. The possibility, therefore, must be considered
that the ®rst contact with ETI con®rmed by human-
kind is itself a response to a signal or artifact orig-
inating from this planet.{

The substance and content of any response to a
con®rmed signal from an ETI will involve numerous
considerations of policy, philosophy and jurispru-

dence. The nature of the detection will have a direct
impact on the substance of the response. An electro-
magnetic signal, for example, could be merely a call,

devoid of any substantive information itself [15].
Alternatively, the signal could be intended to attract
the attention of another intelligent life form, and

possibly even be directed to Earth [10, 2]. A detected
signal also could be our serendipitous reception of
an internal communication of another civilization
[10, 2], or communication between two other intelli-

gent life forms on di�erent planets. Each circum-
stance would be unique, and the corresponding
response would need to be unique. Furthermore, a

premeditated contact may require a more rapid
reply than a stray contact [19]. Heidmann has
observed

If we look beyond the short span of a single human being's
lifetime, it is not unreasonable to envisage interstellar dia-
logs [sic] that outlast it by a wide margin . . .If we want to
start a dialog [sic], we shall, according to Goldsmith, be in
a competition with a lot of other `correspondents' that
have already contacted the civilization that is transmitting.
A poorly prepared reply will not have much chance of
initiating sustained communication. Our initial response
may play a decisive part in starting a dialog [sic]; we need
to have the most intelligent stock of knowledge to put for-
ward, which could not be done in confusion [1, p. 200].

A response could be as simple as a signal of
obvious non-natural origin which carries no sub-

stantive message, but would evidence the existence
of intelligence, to the alternatively complex trans-
mission of an encyclopedia [1, 200]. Macrea has

expressed the policy concerns that the response

should neither be too long nor di�cult to decode
[20, 179]. The consideration of this issue must
include the possibility that more than one message

can be sent simultaneously, and that both simple
and complex messages may be included in a re-
sponse. In any event, a reply should be truthful

[21]{.

4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF METALAW

The detection of a signal from an ETI will require
mankind to prepare ``to deal with intelligent beings
who are by nature di�erent in kind and who live in

environments which are di�erent in kind. Although
these propositions open great areas of juridical
speculation, it is su�cient at this time to establish

the simple proposition that we must forgo any
thought of enforcing our legal concepts on other
intelligent beings'' [22]. Terrestrial nations must rea-

lize that any ETI will be beings ``with their own
understanding of a kind of `rules of behaviour' and
thus, be legal subjects'' [13]. Furthermore, in regard
to contact between two intelligent races, a basic

understanding of ``mutual rules will lead to a `code
of conduct''' [13]. This is the starting point for meta-
law. The ultimate question, however, may be the re-

spective positions of humankind and ETI relative to
the origin of life and their views of self, prior to dis-
covery and veri®cation of the other's existence.

It can be asserted that natural moral law trans-
cends the universe, and that any sentient beings will
discover the same moral truths which will apply to
both intelligent races [2,2-4]. This may, however, be

a situation, not where reasonable minds may di�er,
but where reasoning minds may di�er. The ability
of humans to reason and think logically is inherently

and inexorably intertwined with our environment,
biology and evolution. The language used to com-
municate itself ``forms the cultural context within

which members of a culture are able to envision,
articulate, and imagine things other than them-
selves'' [2,3-10]. Thus, our thought processes may be

unique to these circumstances. Similarly, an ETI's
ability to think and reason will be derived from its
indigenous environment, its unique history and its
biology. Therefore, we must consider the possibility

that in logic, as in physics, everything may be rela-
tive [23].
Morality may in¯uence metalaw in another,

equally important context. That is, we cannot
approach relations with alien intelligences from a
moral void. Speci®cally, we must consider the moral

implications of our actions on an ETI, as well as the
implications of their actions on human morality.
Two examples will illustrate the matter. The ®rst
concerns Haley's classic principle of metalaw, that

We must do unto others as they would have done unto
them. To treat others as we would desire to be treated

{The Voyager spacecraft carried a selection of recordings
of music from Earth, ranging from Bach to ``Johnny B.
Goode'' by Chuck Berry. Following the launch of
Voyager, an American satirical television show,
Saturday Night Live, reported on the detection of the
®rst signal from an ETI. According to SNL, this ®rst
message from space was ``Send more Chuck Berry''.

{In the event a message were directed to Earth by an ETI,
it would be reasonable to consider that the ETI may
have intercepted our communications or otherwise stu-
died our society, culture and politics. Thus, an ETI
may be able to determine whether the content of a re-
sponse from Earth was truthful.
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might well mean their destruction. We must treat them as
they desire to be treated. This is the simply expressed but
vastly signi®cant premise of metalaw [22, p. 395].

This principle could present a signi®cant dilemma

if the ETI desired us to act in a manner toward
them which were repugnant to our moral code and
sensibilities. Perhaps, on an alien world, wars of

conquest constitute the norm, and further that the
victors practice cannibalism or slavery on the van-
quished, or require that the vanquished pay homage

to the deity or deities of the victors [24]. In such a
situation, the ETI may desire for us to engage them
in an interplanetary war of conquest, with cannibal-

ism or slavery or religious subjugation as the
expected fate of one party.

The second situation concerns circumstances
where a race is unaware that its acts are harmful to

the other intelligent life. Would a duty exist for the
actor to make an inquiry as to whether its actions
were causing harm, no matter how inadvertent or

unintended. Conversely, would the damaged race be
obligated to determine the intent of the actor and/or
to seek a peaceful resolution between them. As

noted by Haley

In metalaw we can project only one principle of human
law, namely the stark concept of absolute equity. The natu-
ral law of man, as we know it, is anthropocentric in kind,
and while such law must govern in space among human
beings, it nevertheless is the law of human nature alone.
With the concept of absolute equity, we shall be prepared
to face the possibility of an inde®nite number of natures
and, therefore, of an inde®nite number of frameworks of
natural laws [22, p. 414].

The temptation to reply to a message received
from an ETI may be too great to resist. The pro-

spects of engaging in a dialog with intelligent beings
from another part of the universe are too fantastic
to dismiss. At the very least, su�ciently sophisti-
cated broadcast equipment is available to various

groups and individuals to enable them to send mess-
ages, even if such activities are conducted clandesti-
nely or contrary to local laws and regulations. Thus,

to avoid renegade reaction, an international agree-
ment or treaty should include appropriate pro-
visions by which a global response can be

formulated. Reijnen asserts that the drafting of a
reply by the international community ``seems to
o�er the best guarantee that any nationalistic, politi-

cal or other unfavorable tendency in a return mess-
age is avoided'' [14,19].

The detection of ETI will not necessarily result in
communication with ETI. Whether due to physical,

biological, spiritual or other restraints, ``the detec-
tion of the long-sought signal, might be more frus-
trating than exhilarating. Unable to understand or

to communicate with detected ETI's we would know

that, in a profound sense, we are alone in the uni-

verse'' [2,2-24]. Such a view, however, is unduly
pessimistic. It could be that the obstacles to com-
munication will present a new challenge to the

human spirit. If an extraterrestrial race is intelligent
and communicative, then mankind shall determine a
way to communicate with them. Ultimately, this

quest, may have a bene®cial, unifying e�ect on
human civilization.

5. CONCLUSION

A treaty must be drafted to develop a body of meta-
law which will enable human communication with
and understanding of non-terrestrial intelligent

beings. It is axiomatic that the philosophical and so-
ciological parameters of terran understanding of our
place in the universe will a�ect our development of

metalaw. Thus, humans must put aside their ego-
centric, anthropomorphic view of self, and proceed
on the assumption that our civilization, like our

own star, is like a grain of sand on the beach. We
must recognize that the concept of equity shall be
extended to all intelligent, sentient beings. The best
reply to any signal we may receive may be simply to

advise other intelligent beings that intelligent life
exists on planet Earth [20].
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